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Cover picture
Castles (2014). By Jamie Kamal (b. 1992)

Jamie Kamal is an artist who enjoys photographing what he sees when out walking in the countryside and in the urban environment. Often these photographs are of buildings and views across the city of Edinburgh where he lives. From this starting point, he creates unique images emphasising the shapes, patterns and order of architecture. His signature style features fine lines and intricate dots. Jamie has severe autism and he is largely non-verbal. His artwork enables him to explore an enjoyable, personal view of his world and to communicate without words. He regularly attends classes with Heather Lucchesi, whose social enterprise organisation, Light Bulb Arts, provides inclusive art experiences for people of all ages and abilities. This summer Jamie’s work was on show at The Gallery on the Corner in Edinburgh’s New Town and his illustrations appeared in the brochure for the Edinburgh Art Festival Explorers guide.

With thanks to Heather Lucchesi for this submission.

We are always looking for interesting and visually appealing images for the cover of the Journal and would welcome suggestions or pictures, which should be sent to Dr Allian Beveridge, British Journal of Psychiatry, 21 Prescot Street, London E1 8BB, UK or bjpsych@rcpsych.ac.uk.